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a b s t r a c t
The floppiness of bubble chains and the rigidity with respect to slidings of three-bubble
clusters are used to construct numerically degenerate local energy-minimizing bubble
clusters in the plane with as many cavities as desired. Experimental demonstrations are
also given.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Formulation of the problem and experimental demonstration
The purpose of this letter is to report on the numerical calculation of plane bubble clusters with more than one cavity.
In three dimensions this type of cluster with cavities has been observed in Zeolites [1,2]. These porous materials are formed
by chain-like structures which bend and intersect forming a three-dimensional structure with internal cavities as shown in
Fig. 1 (from spie.org).
It is thus of interest to examine simple two-dimensional models which may show similar behavior. It has been proposed
that the internal energy of materials is a functional of both the area of the surface and the orientation of the normal
vector. Extremization of this type of functional leads to bubble-chain-like structures with contact angles determined by
the functional. Thus the simplest possible model to explore in this context of cavity formation is the usual bubble which
extremizes area subject to a volume constraint [3]. Here we examine in detail the formation of clusters with cavities for
these types of energies. We will demonstrate the essential role of three-fold vertices for the existence of two-dimensional
clusters with multiple cavities. These clusters are degenerate minima of the perimeter subject to area constraints.
We begin by showing how these clusters can be produced experimentally. We recall from [4] that a bubble cluster with
seven ormore bubbles can be produced by placing bubbles on a transparency or between parallel planes and puncturing the
central bubble to obtain a ‘‘flower’’ with a central cavity. When the same process was used to try to produce ‘‘flowers’’ with
two cavities, the cavities closed because we did not have the correct structure joining the two ‘‘flowers’’. Also, puncturing
the central bubble produced very large perturbations in the system. In order to reproduce the configurations observed in
Zeoliteswe exploit a property called floppiness by F.Morgan. Floppiness is related to the fact that bubbles in a chain can slide
about each other without changing the total perimeter. This allows a long chain to be bent to form an arbitrary configuration
provided no bubbles touch during the bending process.
This methodwas used in the experiment, placing bubbles on a slide with a 5 to 10ml syringe (or ear syringe) and bending
one end of the chain taking care that the end bubble meets the chain in a three-bubble cluster to produce bubble clusters
with cavities as the one in Fig. 2. This process can be repeated asmany times as desired, the only limitation being the lifetime
of the bubbles. The final configuration shows two clusters, with one cavity each, joined by a chain. Three-bubble clusters act
as isolating structures for the different portions of the cluster. Observe that the cavities are irregular because their shapes
can be rearranged by slidings of the bubbles without changing the total energy.
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Fig. 1. Zeolite.
Fig. 2. Bubble cluster with two cavities.
2. Analytic and numerical study
The possibility of sliding is reflected in the degeneracy of the Hessian of the energy, since every infinitesimal sliding
with fixed volume produces an eigenfunction of the Hessian, a sliding mode (rotation of one bubble around another), with
zero eigenvalue. To show this, let u be the vector which encodes the positions of the vertices of the bubble configuration
and a the vector of parameters of the family of solutions which leaves the energy V (u) invariant. If we denote by g(u, a) the
transformation parametrized by a of the initial configuration uwehave that by invarianceV (g(u, a)) = V (u). Differentiating
with respect to u, the vector V ′(g(u, a))gu(u, a) = V ′(u) or V ′(g(u, a)) = V ′(u)g−1u (u, a) but V ′(u) = 0 at a critical point
therefore V ′(g(u, a)) = 0. Differentiation with respect to the parameter ai gives
V ′′(g(u, a))gai(u, a) = 0
and so gai(u, a) is an eigenfunction of the Hessian with zero eigenvalue. When ai parametrizes a sliding, gai gives the sliding
mode so this calculation shows that there is a zero eigenvalue of the Hessian for each possible sliding.
To study the problem numerically and reproduce the observed result we use the Surface Evolver (with the linear_metric
option), a program developed and maintained by Brakke [5,6]. Numerically it is a difficult problem to accurately find
degenerate zero eigenvalues, even for one bubble, because the discretization of theHessian introduces perturbations. Brakke
has a comparative study for the sphere, where the exact eigenvalues are known.
We carried out a similar comparison in the plane for the disk, with the usual horizontal x coordinates along the short side
of the page and vertical y coordinates. The eigenvalues of the Hessian are known and are given by (n2 − 1)/r , r being the
radius of the bubble.What should be zero eigenvalues (n = ±1) appear numerically as small (in our case about 10−2) positive
eigenvalues. Evolving in the direction of the eigenfunctions shows that they are indeed the two eigenvalues corresponding to
translations. Higher eigenvalues correspond to compressive modes. The fist two of these are available in ([7], folder ‘‘Disk’’).
For two bubbles along the x axis there are two translations and one sliding, which in this case looks like a rotation. The
vertical translation along the y axis can be viewed as a sliding of both bubbles in the same direction. On the other hand,
horizontal translations arise from compressional modes. So there are two slidings.
For a chain with three bubbles there are four very small eigenvalues corresponding to the possible slidings: two trans-
lations (again the vertical one can be viewed as a combination of slidings but the horizontal one cannot), rotation of the
end bubbles in the same direction and in opposite directions, so there are in fact three slidings. If the two end bubbles bend
enough the chain is lost and the usual three-bubble cluster is recovered,which has a smaller perimeter than the three-bubble
chain. Figures can be seen in ([7] Folder ‘‘3chain’’).
Numerical experiments indicate that the chain with n bubbles has n slidings. The corresponding modes have to be
identified by their effect on the solution because other small eigenvalues appear. This is due to the fact that bubbles only
couple to nearest neighbor giving a block tridiagonal Hessian. Thus as the length of the chain increases, one can obtain a
rough estimate of the lowest compressional eigenvalue using a continuum approximation, viewing the chain as a chain of
springs. In this case, the lowest eigenvalue behaves as a constant divided by the length of the chain which is proportional
to the number of bubbles. So the eigenvalue corresponding to compression/expansion of the chain becomes progressively
smaller as the chain grows. Already for a chain with five bubbles, the ‘‘compressive’’ eigenvalue appears to be smaller than
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Fig. 3. Inverses of the eigenvalues corresponding to compression.
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Fig. 4. Original bent chain and sliding mode that becomes compressional.
Fig. 5. Initial condition for the cluster with two cavities.
the eigenvalues arising from the numerical splitting of the degenerate zero eigenvalue corresponding to sliding. A plot the
number of bubbles in the chain against the inverses of the eigenvalues is shown in Fig. 3. It shows roughly linear behavior
after three bubbles. This is consistent with the interpretation of the bubble chain as a continuum. For this reason we must
test the effect on the solution of each eigenfunction corresponding to ‘‘small eigenvalues’’ to determine if it corresponds to
a sliding or a compressive mode. We did this for straight and bent open chains with up to 12 bubbles. (For the figures see [7]
folders ‘‘9chain’’ and ‘‘9chain-bent’’.)
When the ends touch, a flower is formed if the number of bubbles is seven of more [4]. In this case some of the sliding
modes become compressive. In Fig. 4 we show an example of this for n = 9.
The bent, open chain is shown in (a). The sliding mode for (a) is shown in (b). For the closed chain or ‘‘flower’’ it becomes
a compressional mode shown in (c).
The sliding modes whichmake the end bubbles approach each other in the open chain become compressional modes for
the closed chain. Thus for closed chains we have n− 3 sliding modes. This was confirmed numerically for n = 9 to 12. For
figures of the ‘‘flower’’ with 9 ‘‘petals’’ see [7] folder ‘‘9flower’’.)
Finally, in order to construct the clusterwith two cavitieswehad to use an initial conditionwhich forces theminimization
process to form a cluster with three bubbles at the junction between the chain and the ‘‘flower’’. This initial condition is
shown in Fig. 5. The ‘‘pop’’ option of the Evolver was used to deal with the vertices that do not satisfy Plateau’s Rules. The
evolution produced the configuration shown in Fig. 6. Compare this with the experimental result in Fig. 2.
Since the two internal three-fold vertices cannot slide, then each one decreases the number of slidings by 3 and so the
23 slidings of the open chain are reduced to 17.
This is confirmed by the Surface Evolver.
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Fig. 6. Cluster with two cavities.
With thiswe see that the numerical solution explains the qualitative features of the experiment. It also shows how a two-
dimensional approximation captures the main features of the three-dimensional cluster found experimentally. For related
work see [8,9].
The construction of general clusters with cavities can then be viewed either as the connection of ‘‘flowers’’ (with at least
7 ‘‘petals’’) with open chains via three-fold junctions or the self-intersection of chains via three-fold junctions.
Presumably for a general self-intersecting chain with N bubbles and J three-fold junctions the number of sliding modes
would be N − 3J . Alternatively it seems possible to count the sliding modes by adding Nk − 3 for each ‘‘flower’’ with Nk
petals around a cavity plus the number of bubbles in the open chains joining the ‘‘flowers’’.
Conclusions
We have provided numerical evidence for the simple mechanism which is responsible for the formation of two-
dimensional clusters with cavities.
The sliding degrees of freedom of bubble chains can be used to bend the chain at will provided bubbles do not touch.
Then the minimality and rigidity, with respect to sliding, of three-bubble clusters is used to isolate the cavities preventing
their collapse. This was shown numerically and experimentally.
A simple counting argument based on geometric sliding possibilities explained consistently the number of slidingmodes
found using the Surface Evolver. We thus see that very complicated configurations can be built provided the sliding modes
are used in combination with internal three-fold vertices.
It can be observed from the database of Zeolite configurations [2] that some of the junctions of the chains appear to be
three-fold vertices, others, four-fold vertices, but of course these are three-dimensional structures.
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